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We simulate dilute solution dynamics of long flexible polymer molecules in pressure driven flow in
channels with widths of roughly 0.1–10 times the polymer bulk radius of gyration. This is done
using a self-consistent coarse-grained Langevin description of the polymer dynamics and a
numerical simulation of the flow in the confined geometry that is generated by the motions of
polymer segments. Results are presented for a model of DNA molecules of;10– 100mm contour
length in micron-scale channels. During flow, the chains migrate toward the channel centerline, in
agreement with well-known experimental observations. The thickness of the resulting
hydrodynamic depletion layer increases with molecular weight at constant flow strength; higher
molecular weight chains therefore move with a higher average axial velocity than lower molecular
weight chains. In contrast, if the hydrodynamic effects of the confining geometry are neglected,
depletion of concentration is observed in the center of the channel rather than at the walls,
contradicting experimental observations. The mechanisms for migration are illustrated using a
simple kinetic theory dumbbell model of a confined flexible polymer. The simple theory correctly
predicts the trends observed in the detailed simulations. We also examine the steady-state stretch of
DNA chains as a function of channel width and flow strength. The flow strength needed to stretch
a highly confined chain away from its equilibrium length is shown to increase with decreasing
channel width, independent of molecular weight; this is fairly well explained using a simple blob
picture. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1637331#

I. INTRODUCTION

New and developing technologies for single molecule
manipulation and analysis of DNA in micron and nanometer
scale devices1–6 have fueled considerable interest in the
structure and dynamics of solutions of DNA in confined ge-
ometries. Predictive methods capable of describing the con-
formation and motion of polymer chains in micro- and
nanofluidic geometries would be of considerable significance
for the conception and design of such devices. In this work,
we investigate the dynamics of DNA molecules of contour
length 10.5–126mm; the free-solution radii and relaxation
times~in a 1 cPsolvent! of these molecules are'0.5– 2mm
and '0.03– 2.4 s, respectively. The long-time dynamics of
these DNA molecules are out of reach of atomistic simula-
tions. However, they are accessible to coarse-grained, Lange-
vin models.7,8 The central challenge is to consider polymer
and solvent motion simultaneously and self-consistently,

with the solvent motion satisfying the no-slip boundary con-
dition on the surfaces of the confining geometry. We have
previously developed a computationally tractable formalism
to address this challenge, and used it to investigate relaxation
and diffusion of DNA in micron-scale channels.9 Here, we
apply the method to generate the first predictions of the
pressure-driven flow behavior of long DNA molecules in
channels of micrometer dimensions. Hydrodynamic interac-
tions in confined, flowing systems are shown to give rise to a
pronounced, molecular-weight-dependent depletion layer at
the walls, thereby providing a basis for separation processes
for DNA. As we will show, the depletion layer arises from
polymer–wall hydrodynamic interaction.

Molecular migration in flowing dilute polymeric solu-
tions is a well-known phenomenon that has received a fair
amount of experimental and theoretical investigation. Much
of this was recently reviewed by Agarwalet al.,10 who ex-
amined various experimental and theoretical studies and con-
cluded:

We find a disagreement between different theories, even
with regard to their prediction of the direction of polymer
migration during simple flows. While we have seen that
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these mechanisms can explain many indirect implications
of the flow-induced polymer migration phenomena, they
are able to explain only some and not all of the direct ex-
perimental results, even qualitatively.

Spatial variations in polymer concentration arise from
symmetry-breaking contributions to the steady-state mass
flux of polymer. In inhomogeneous rectilinear channel flow
of dilute linear polymers, general considerations from poly-
mer kinetic theory point to two sources of migration:

~a! coupling of hydrodynamics with spatial variations in
the polymer conformational distribution function lead
to Brownian migration,10–13 and

~b! in the presence of a wall, symmetry of the hydrody-
namic interaction is broken, leading to deterministic
migration.14

The deterministic contribution to migration is present even in
homogeneous flows such as simple shear near a wall. In
inhomogeneous flows, the wall hydrodynamic interaction
also contributes additional terms to the Brownian migration.
Note that if one ignores wall contributions, the point–force
~Oseen–Burgers! hydrodynamic interaction is anisotropic
but symmetric, and deterministic migration is not predicted.
The above discussion assumes that the hydrodynamics of the
polymer molecule are adequately represented by a chain of
point forces. Past studies10–13 have almost universally ne-
glected wall hydrodynamic interaction. The kinetic theory
predictions for migration in the absence of wall hydrody-
namic interaction have been mixed. For example, the use of
preaveraged bulk hydrodynamic interactions for a polymer in
a parabolic velocity profile predicts a weak depletion of
polymer at the wall, while using nonpreaveraged bulk hydro-
dynamic interactions predicts depletion at the center line of
the channel. Jhon and Freed14 used a kinetic theory dumbbell
model of a polymer near an infinite plane wall with approxi-
mate wall hydrodynamic interactions and concluded that this
contribution to migration was away from the wall. In Sec. IV
of the present work, we review and extend these kinetic
theory results. Turning now to direct simulations, Fanet al.15

used dissipative particle dynamics~DPD!16,17 to study the
behavior of flexible polymers in rectilinear flow through mi-
crochannels, and predicted very weak hydrodynamic deple-
tion at the walls. However, for their choice of DPD param-
eters, diffusion was artificially fast relative to momentum
transport; the Schmidt number for the solvent wasO(1). In
this situation, a Schmidt number ofO(1), hydrodynamic
interactions are still developing on the time scale of polymer
motion, and the consequences of this for the polymer dynam-
ics is yet unknown.18 In any event, the DPD results appear
rather different than the results presented in this work, which
do not suffer from the Schmidt number problem and indicate
a significant depletion of polymer near the walls.

Migration is also observed for solutions of rigid Brown-
ian fibers in inhomogeneous flows. Recent theoretical studies
by Nitsche and Hinch19 as well as Schiek and Shaqfeh20

predict weak migration toward the walls for~rectilinear!
parabolic flow between flat plates; wall hydrodynamic inter-
action and steric effects were not considered. Earlier, de

Pablo and O¨ ttinger21 had considered steric effects but not
hydrodynamic interactions and found a decrease in the thick-
ness of the static wall depletion layer—again, migration to-
ward the wall.

Finally, deterministic migration of droplets immersed in
flowing fluids has also received a fair amount of attention.22

Starting with a rigid particle in a Newtonian fluid at zero
Reynolds number, Chan and Leal23 systematically examined
the perturbative effects of inertia, droplet deformability, and
non-Newtonian fluid character. For a slightly deformable
drop in a Newtonian fluid in zero Reynolds simple shear
flow near a wall, wall hydrodynamic interaction is the sole
contribution to droplet migration. Chan and Leal, using far-
field wall hydrodynamic interaction, found that drift was al-
ways away from the wall~in agreement with experiment!.
For inhomogeneous flows, they found that the first order
contribution was interaction with the gradient of the local
shear rate, provided the shear rate changed significantly over
the length scale of the droplet. They found that the direction
of migration depended on the ratio of solvent and droplet
viscosities; for the range of viscosity ratios used in experi-
ments, migration was always toward regions of lower local
shear rate~toward the ‘‘center’’!. For circular Couette flow,
they found that the final position of the droplet was deter-
mined from a competition between the streamline curvature
effect and wall hydrodynamic interaction. Related to droplet
migration in unbounded inhomogeneous flows are the deter-
ministic studies on migration of nearly rigid cyclic bead
spring models24 and the dumbbell model of Brunn,25 which
treated the beads as solid finite-sized spheres. Those model
particles are predicted to migrate deterministically toward
regions of lower local shear rate in unbounded~no wall hy-
drodynamic interaction! inhomogeneous flows.

In this work, we present Brownian dynamics simulation
results for dilute solution behavior of DNA in pressure-
driven flow through square micron-scale channels, account-
ing for hydrodynamic interactions in the confining geometry,
steric effects, and excluded volume~good solvent! interac-
tions. Migration of DNA is a central theme of this study, and
in Sec. IV we use kinetic theory for a simple dumbbell model
to elucidate the various mechanisms contributing to varia-
tions in the steady-state concentration of polymer mass.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION APPROACH
FOR CONFINED POLYMER DYNAMICS

A. Bulk solution model

In the present work, we extend to the microchannel situ-
ation a coarse-grained molecular model and simulation
method that we have previously shown to provide an accu-
rate representation of structural and dynamical experimental
data for DNA in bulk solution with high salt
concentration.26,27 A linear molecule dissolved in a viscous
solvent is represented byNb interaction sites~beads! con-
nected throughNs5Nb21 entropic connectors~springs!. A
force balance on this chain leads to the stochastic differential
equation7,26–28
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dr5Fu1
1

kBT
D"f1

]

]r
•DGdt1&B•dw, ~1!

D5B"BT. ~2!

HerekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the absolute tem-
perature. The vectorr contains the 3Nb spatial coordinates of
the beads that constitute the polymer chain, withr i denoting
the three Cartesian coordinates of beadi . The vectorf has
length 3Nb , with f i denoting the total non-Brownian, non-
hydrodynamic force acting on beadi . The vectoru of length
3Nb represents the unperturbed velocity field~i.e., the veloc-
ity field in the absence of the polymer!, with ui5v(r i) de-
noting the unperturbed velocity field at the location of bead
i . The components ofdw are obtained from a real-valued
Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variancedt.

The motion of a segment of the macromolecule creates a
velocity field in the fluid, which in turn affects the motion of
the entire macromolecule. The velocity field generated by
motion of the macromolecule is taken to be due to a chain of
point forces acting on the fluid. These hydrodynamic inter-
actions ~HI! enter the chain dynamics through the 333
block components of the 3Nb33Nb diffusion tensor,D,
which can be expressed as

Di j 5kBTS 1

6pha
Id i j 1Vi j D , ~3!

whereh is the solvent viscosity,a is the bead hydrodynamic
radius, andVi j is the hydrodynomic interaction tensor,7,29

which relates the velocity perturbation at pointr i to a point
force atr j . The Brownian forces,30 which appear in the last
term of Eq.~1!, are intimately coupled to these velocity per-
turbations through the fluctuation–dissipation theorem@Eq.
~2!#.

In an infinite domain~no walls!, the Stokes flow velocity
field due to a point force located atxj is given by v8(x)
5VOB(x2xj )•f(xj ), whereVOB is the free-space Green’s
function, or Oseen–Burgers tensor7,29

VOB~x2xj !5
1

8phux2xj u
F I1

~x2xi !~x2xi !

ux2xj u2
G . ~4!

The tensor,Vi j , appearing in Eq.~3! is then given by

Vi j 5~12d i j !VOB~r i2r j !. ~5!

In Brownian dynamics simulations26,27,31of polymers,VOB

is typically replaced with the Rotne–Prager–Yamakawa
~RPY! tensor32

VRPY~x2xj !

5
1

8phux2xj u
FC1I1C2

~x2xi !~x2xi !

ux2xj u2
G

if ux2xj u>2a, ~6!

5
1

6pha FC18I1C28
~x2xi !~x2xi !

ux2xj u2
G if ux2xj u,2a,

~7!

C1511
2a2

3ux2xj u2
,

~8!

C2512
2a2

ux2xj u2
,

C18512
9ux2xj u

32a
,

~9!

C285
3ux2xj u

32a
.

A diffusion tensor generated using RPY hydrodynamics is
guaranteed to be positive-semidefinite for all chain configu-
rations~it is positive definite unlessxi5xj for some pair of
beads!. For Oseen–Burgers and RPY hydrodynamics,Vi j

50 for i 5 j , and]/]r i•Vi j 50 for all i , j . In Sec. II B we
describe how the above discussion is modified for bounded
domains.

The spring force between adjacent beads is described by
means of a worm-like spring model33,34 which has been
shown to be appropriate for molecules such as DNA having
stiff backbones27,31,34–39

f i j
s 5

kBT

2bk
F S 12

ur j2r i u
qo

D 22

211
4ur j2r i u

qo
G r j2r i

ur j2r i u
. ~10!

Here f i j
s is the force exerted on beadi due to connectivity

with bead j , and bk is the Kuhn length of the molecule.
Letting Nk represent the number of Kuhn segments in the
molecule andNk,s the number of Kuhn segments per spring,
qo5Nk,sbk is the maximum spring length, or the contour
length of the portion of the molecule represented by one
spring. The contour length of the chain is then given byL
5Nsqo .

Following our previous work,27,31,35 for the excluded
volume potential between two beads of the chain, we use

Ui j
ev5

1

2
vkBTNk,s

2 S 3

4pSs
2D 3/2

expF23ur j2r i u2

4Ss
2 G , ~11!

where v is the excluded volume parameter, andSs
2

5Nk,sbk
2/6 is the radius of gyration of an ideal chain consist-

ing of Nk,s Kuhn segments.
Using Ns510 for 21mm stainedl-phage DNA at room

temperature in a 43.3 cP solvent, in previous work27,35 we
determined, by direct comparison to available bulk experi-
mental data, that suitable parameter values arebk

50.106mm, a50.077mm, and v50.0012mm3. With
these values, the model outlined above was able to reproduce
the experimentally observed bulk relaxation time, diffusivity,
and equilibrium stretch~size! of DNA. The model also gives
results in quantitative agreement with transient and steady-
state behavior of 21mm DNA in both simple shear and pla-
nar extension over a wide range of Weissenberg numbers. In
contrast to other available treatments for DNA in solution,
the model discussed here also produces diffusivity results in
quantitative agreement with experimental data for chains
ranging from 21 to 126mm, underscoring its predictive ca-
pability. After appropriate modifications to account for con-
finement, as detailed below, the model should provide useful
predictions of DNA behavior in microfluidic devices.
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B. Confinement

As mentioned above, simple arguments predict that the
dynamics of a dissolved macromolecule confined to a chan-
nel comparable to its equilibrium coil size (;1 mm for viral
DNA! are different from those in free solution, largely as a
consequence of the no-slip boundary condition on the fluid
motion. Available analytical work29,40,41has concentrated on
resolving particle–wall interactions for a few special geom-
etries ~e.g., a spherical particle near an infinite plane, be-
tween two infinite planes, or at the center line of a cylindrical
channel!. The long-range effect of a single wall on the mo-
bility of a particle decays slowly as 1/h, where h is the
distance from the wall. Hydrodynamic interactions between
confined particles decay as 1/r 2 for particles near an infinite
plane and exponentially in a channel.29,41 Dufresneet al.42

recently considered the hydrodynamic coupling of two
Brownian particles near a plane wall. Those authors com-
pared their experimental results to analytical predictions for
point particles near an infinite plane—i.e., keeping only the
leading order far field effects—and found good agreement
with experimental observation provided (h/a).2, wherea
is the radius of the particle. That study represents the first
direct experimental validation of the use of point particle
hydrodynamic interactions between Brownian particles near
a surface. The findings of Dufresneet al. are particularly
relevant to dynamical studies of polymers in confined geom-
etries~microfluidic devices!, where the velocity field gener-
ated by motion of the macromolecule is generally taken to be
due to point forces acting on the interaction sites, or ‘‘beads’’
that constitute the chain.

We now present a method for the numerical evaluation
of the hydrodynamic interaction tensor for general geom-
etries. The level of treatment of HI in a bounded domain
considered here is similar to that employed by Dufresne
et al.42 in their work. Note however, that closed form solu-
tions only exist for Oseen–Burgers hydrodynamics in a few
special cases~i.e., point particles between infinite planes or
in straight channels with constant cross section!; for general
geometries the problem must be solved numerically.

The Green’s function for Stokes flow in an arbitrary de-
vice can be expressed as

V5VOB1VW, ~12!

whereVOB is the free-space Green’s function@Eq. ~4!# and
VW is a correction which accounts for the no-slip constraint
on the walls. The velocity perturbation due to a point force
acting atxj is then given as

v8~x,xj !5vOB8 ~x2xj !1vW8 ~x,xj !

5@VOB~x2xj !1VW~x,xj !#•f~xj !. ~13!

Thus,vW8 (x,xj ) can be obtained as the solution to the incom-
pressible Stokes flow problem

2¹p1hs¹
2vW8 50, ¹•vW8 50, ~14!

subject to

vOB8 1vW8 50 ~15!

at the walls. The wall Green’s function,VW(x,xj ), can be
obtained by the following procedure. First, one takesvOB8 (x
2xj ) to be due to a point force (f 1) acting in thex1 direc-
tion, located at the pointxj . The Stokes flow problem can be
solved numerically to obtainvW8 (x,xj ). This gives the first
column ofVW(x,xj ) by

S V11
W

V21
W

V31
W
D 5

1

f 1
vW8 . ~16!

Similarly, the second and third columns ofVW(x,xj ) are
obtained by applying point forces in thex2 andx3 directions,
respectively. Now,Vi j , in Eq. ~3! is given by

Vi j 5VW~r i ,r j !1~12d i j !VOB~r i2r j !. ~17!

In contrast to the case of unbounded flow, hereVi j Þ0 for
i 5 j . Furthermore,]/]r i•Vi j

W is nonzero fori 5 j , resulting
in a nonzero drift term in Eq.~1!.

As in the bulk case~Sec. II!, use of the Green’s function
in the above formulation leads to nonpositive-semidefiniteD
for some chain configurations. However, a diffusion tensor
constructed by the above-outlined method usingVRPY in
place ofVOB results in anonsymmetricD; this violates the
reciprocity relation

V~r i ,r j !5VT~r j ,r i !, ~18!

which follows from self-adjointness of the Stokes operator.29

This violation is analogous to that which would occur if RPY
hydrodynamic interactions were used naively for spheres of
unequal size.43–45For that situation, Felderhof43 performed a
multipole expansion of the free-solution hydrodynamic inter-
action tensor. To order 1/r 3, the resulting hydrodynamic in-
teraction tensor is identical~for ur i j u>2a) to the symme-
trized RPY tensor,Vi j

MP5(Vi j
RPY1Vj i

RPY)/2. By analogy
with this result, we obtain a symmetric, positive-semidefinite
diffusion tensor as follows. First,Vi j

OB is replaced byVi j
RPY

in Eqs.~15! and~17!, giving a wall correctionV̂i j
W , which is

not equal to (V̂j i
W)T. Then, a symmetric, positive-

semidefinite diffusion tensor is calculated according to

Vi j
W5

V̂i j
W1~V̂j i

W!T

2
. ~19!

We note here that we account for hydrodynamic interactions
at the point force level~i.e., Oseen–Burgers in a confined
geometry!; the RPY formulation is employed only to main-
tain positive-semidefiniteness of the diffusion tensor. While
the use of Eq.~19! to obtain a symmetricD is not rigorous,
it is essentially a near-field regularization, and introduces an
error in the point force hydrodynamics of ordera/H!1. Our
treatment of hydrodynamic interaction may be considered as
an approximate Rotne–Prager–Yamakawa formulation for
confined geometries. For the special case of particles above
an infinite plane wall, our treatment of the hydrodynamic
interaction can be worked out analytically. We have done this
and verified that our method is indeed a well-behaved near-
field modification of the near-wall point-force solution. We
have included a demonstration of this in Appendix A.
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The evaluation of the Green’s function is performed
once, in a preprocessing step, for a given device or geometry;
VW(xi ,xj ) is obtained numerically on a grid using a finite
element method.46 During a Brownian dynamics simulation,
Vi j

W and its divergence are obtained by finite element
interpolation.47 Figure 1 shows a typical mesh used.

At first glance, it may appear that one needsO(NG
2 ) of

the Vmn
W s, with NG being the number of grid points in the

microfluidic domain. However, in confined geometries, the
Green’s function decays rapidly~exponentially, in a
channel!,40 and in practice one only needs to keep theVmn

W s
for uxn2xmu,xo , wherexo is a cutoff distance which de-
pends on the proximity of the pointxj to the device walls.
Thus, in practical applications, one needsO(NG) of the
Vmn

W s, with the coefficient of proportionality depending on
the details of the computational domain.

For comparison to the detailed HI model described
above, we will present some results for three approximate
models. In the bulk hydrodynamic interaction model, we
simply ignore walls in computing the hydrodynamics;VW is
set to zero. In the reduced mobility~RM! model, hydrody-
namic interactions between particles are neglected, while
modifications to the bead mobility due to boundaries are
maintained. In that case the diffusion tensor@Eq. ~3!# be-
comes block diagonal

Di j
RM5kBTd i j S 1

6pha
I1Vi j

WD . ~20!

In the free-draining~FD! model, which has been favored in
many literature studies of DNA, both hydrodynamic interac-
tions and modifications to the bead mobility are neglected,
resulting in a position-independent, isotropic diffusion tensor

Di j
FD5d i j

kBT

6pha
I . ~21!

In this work, we consider the behavior of individual
DNA molecules in an infinitely long microchannel with
square cross section. The center line of the channel is ori-
ented along thex axis, with the cross section lying in theyz
plane. The imposed velocity field in the channel is given by48

v~x,y!5
4H2

hp3 S 2
dp

dxD (
k51,3,5, . . .

`

~21!(k21)/2

3F12
cosh~kpz/H !

cosh~kp/2! G cos~kpy/H !

k3 , ~22!

wherep is the pressure. The strength of the flow is defined
through an effective shear rate,ġeff52vmax/H, where vmax

5uv(y50,z50)u is the imposed velocity at the center line of
the channel.

The physical confinement of the molecule is taken into
account through a simple bead–wall repulsive potential of
the form

Ui
wall5

Awall

3bkdwall
2 ~h2dwall!

3 for h,dwall ~23!

50 for h>dwall , ~24!

whereh represents the distance of beadi from the wall in the
wall-normal direction~into the fluid!. Throughout this work,
we takeAwall525kBT anddwall5bkNk,s

1/2/250.236mm.

C. Simulation

In the limit of infinite channel length, a point force act-
ing on the fluid generates no net flow through the channel
~i.e., in thex direction!, even if the channel ends are open;
for there to be a net flow the force would need to be infinite.
For the numerical evaluation of the hydrodynamic interac-
tion tensor, the infinitely long channel is therefore approxi-
mated by a closed channel of length 10H, at which point the
results are insensitive to further increase in length. Figure 1
shows the mesh andvx50.01/z ~dark! and 20.01/z ~light!
contour surfaces for a unit point force in thex direction,
located at the center of a 6.3mm wide channel.

Equation~1! was evolved in time using a semi-implicit
integration scheme described in our previous papers.26,27The
range of the hydrodynamic interaction is proportional to the
channel width H; all components of D less than
0.001 max(Dii) were neglected. The decomposition ofD @Eq.
~2!# is computationally demanding, and was achieved using a
fast algorithm proposed by Fixman30 and implemented as
described in our earlier work.26 For general robustness, we
also implemented the method outlined in Appendix B to en-
sure thatD remained positive semidefinite. The simulations
were performed in dimensionless variables, with lengths,
times and energies scaled bybk , 6phbk

2/kBT andkBT, re-
spectively. A time step of Dt50.1 min@(6phaSs

2)/
(kBT),ġeff

21# was used in all simulations. All results are pre-
sented for DNA at room temperature in a 1 cPsolvent.
Chains ranging from 10.5mm (Ns55) to 126 mm (Ns

560) were simulated in channels having widths in the range
of 0.636–10.6mm. For each molecular weight, results were
collected for 20 trajectories over a period of 2000 bulk re-
laxation times based on a 42mm chain, about 650 s. Note
that the level of molecular discretization was kept constant at
Nk,s519.8. We investigated the effect of molecular discreti-
zation on the full model by usingNk,s513.2 in simulations
of 42, 126, and 210mm chains in 1.6mm channels; the
results were within a few percent of the coarser representa-

FIG. 1. Green’s function meshing for a 63.6mm36.36mm36.36mm
channel. Also shown are thevx50.01/z ~dark! and20.01/z ~light! contours
due to a point force in thex direction of magnitude 1, located at the center
of the channel. The inset is a close up view of the velocity contours.
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tion, lending credence to the predictive capabilities of the
model. The results were also found to be fairly insensitive to
the wall parameterd, providedd5O(a).

D. Properties

The following properties are considered in this work.
The instantaneous ‘‘stretch’’ of the chainX̄ is defined as the
absolute length of the molecule in the channel direction

X̄5max
i

~r i ,x!2min
i

~r i ,x!, ~25!

wherer i ,x is thex component of the position vector of bead
i . The steady-state stretch of the molecule is defined as

X5^X̄&N , ~26!

where

^A&N5
1

N (
n51

N

An , ~27!

represents a steady-state~ensemble! average overN observa-
tions andAn is the value ofA at observationn.

The longest relaxation time of a chain,l1 , is calculated
by allowing a chain that is initially fully stretched along the
center line of the channel to relax to equilibrium. Near equi-
librium, the relaxation time is determined by a fit to an ex-
ponential decay

^X̄2&N~ t !5~X̄2~0!2^X̄2&N,eq!expS 2
t

l1
D1^X̄2&N,eq,

~28!

where^ &N,eq indicates an equilibrium average. The radius of
gyration of the chainS is defined through

S25K 1

Nb
(
i 51

Nb

ur i2r cu2L
N

, ~29!

where r c is the center of mass of the molecule. We also
defineXb , l1,b , andSb as the equilibrium bulk values of the
stretch, longest relaxation time, and radius of gyration, re-
spectively. Table I gives the simulation predictions for the
bulk equilibrium radius of gyration and relaxation time for
different chain contour lengths. It also gives the nominal
~bulk! Weissenberg number We5l1,bġeff for each molecular
weight at the three shear rates considered in this paper.

The steady state center of mass distribution in the cross
section of the channel is given by

Pc~y,z!5^d~y2yc,n!d~z2zc,n!&N , ~30!

whereyc,n andzc,n are they andz coordinates of the center
of mass of the molecule at observationn. The second mo-
ment of the center of mass distribution in the cross section of
the channel is

w25E ~y21z2!Pc~y,z!dy dz. ~31!

The quantityw/weq gives a measure of the width of the
center of mass distribution relative to the equilibrium value.
The intramolecular mass distribution in the axial direction is
given by

g~x2xc!5K 1

Nb
(
i 51

Nb

d~ ux2xcu2uxi ,n2xc,nu!L
N

, ~32!

wherexi ,n andxc,n are the axial positions of beadi and the
chain center of mass at observationn.

III. RESULTS

A. Onset of flow-induced stretching

We first present results on the steady-state stretch of
DNA chains in pressure-driven flow through square micro-
channels. Figure 2 shows the steady-state stretch as a func-
tion of channel width for various chain lengths and flow
strengths. Consider, for example, the results for a 126mm
chain at a flow strength ofġeff530.8 s21, We559 @triangles

TABLE I. Equilibrium bulk radius of gyration, bulk relaxation time, and bulk Weissenberg number at various
shear rates, from simulations for different chain contour lengths.

L ~mm! Sb ~mm! l1,b ~s! We @ ġeff53.98 s21 We @ ġeff530.8 s21 We @ ġeff5308 s21

10.5 0.52 0.03 0.12 0.92 9.2
21 0.76 0.09 0.36 2.8 28
42 1.14 0.3 1.2 9.2 92
84 1.73 0.9 3.6 28 280
126 2.19 1.9 7.6 59 590

FIG. 2. Steady-state stretch reduced by the equilibrium stretch as a function
of channel width:~a! ġeff53.98 s21, ~b! ġeff530.8 s21, ~c! ġeff5308 s21.
Symbols refer to chains lengths of 21mm ~s!, 42mm ~h!, 84mm ~L!, and
126 mm ~n!. These chain lengths have equilibrium free-solution radii of
gyration of 0.76, 1.14, 1.73, and 2.19mm, respectively.
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in Fig. 2~b!#. At small H, the chain is elongated or cigar-
shaped at equilibrium. The first of effect the flow is to com-
press the chain slightly in the axial direction and push the
‘‘cigar’’ along the channel~compression of the chain will be
demonstrated more clearly below!. As the level of confine-
ment decreases, a channel size (Hc) is eventually reached
where the flow strength is sufficient to cause the chain to
stretch away from its equilibrium value. Figures 2~a!–2~c!
indicate that the value ofH at which the chain stretches away
from its equilibrium value~for that channel size! is indepen-
dent of molecular weight and decreases with increasing flow
strength. For example, in Fig. 2~a! (ġeff53.98 s21) all chain
lengths~symbols! stretch at the same value ofH. This is also
true for the stronger flows@Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#, although the
value of Hc decreases. Using a simple ‘‘blob’’ model,49–51

one expects that, in homogeneous simple shear with shear
rate ġ, a highly confined chain will begin to stretch away
from its equilibrium value when the blob Weissenberg num-
ber Weblob5ġlblob is order unity, wherelblob is the blob
longest relaxation time, i.e., the relaxation time of a coil with
size'H. In a good solvent,H5bkNblob

n , whereNblob
n is the

number of Kuhn segments per blob, and the exponentn
'3/5. The Zimm longest relaxation time of such a blob is
approximated by52 lblob'(hsbk

3)/(kBT)Nblob
3n

5(hsH
3)/(kBT). Note that the stiffness of the chain does

not appear explicitly in this expression for the relaxation
time of a blob; this is forH@bk . The Weissenberg number
based on the blob good solvent Zimm relaxation time is
Weblob5lblobġ'(hsH

3ġ)/(kBT), and the chain is expected
to stretch when

H3.Hc
3;

kBT

hsġ
. ~33!

Equation~33! gives two interesting results. First, the critical
shear rate is independent of molecular weight; our simula-
tions ~Fig. 2! agree with this; for a givenġeff , all chain
lengths stretch away from the equilibrium value at the same
value of H. Second, Eq.~33! predicts Hc}(ġeff)

21/3. Al-
though our simulations show a definite decrease inHc with
increasingġeff , the relation between the two does not appear
to satisfy the power law relation in Eq.~33!. This discrep-
ancy is not surprising since the scaling argument assumed
simple shear, while we have a nonuniform velocity gradient.
Finally, we note that for the longest chain at the highest flow
rate, there is a slight dip in the curve ofX/Xeq for H just
below the onset of stretching@triangles on Fig. 2~c!#. For this
confined chain (H/Sb'0.5) at this high flow rate, the chain
is axially compressed a small amount as it moves down the
channel.

B. Cross-sectional distributions: Cross-stream
migration and its consequences

The effect of flow on the chain center of mass distribu-
tion in the cross section of the channel is illustrated in Fig. 3
for a 42 mm chain in a 10.6mm channel (H/Sb'9.3—a
weakly confined chain!. At equilibrium, the distribution is
fairly uniform across the channel, with a static depletion
layer near the walls whose size is roughlySb ~1.14mm!. As

flow strength increases, a hydrodynamically induced deple-
tion layer~dark areas! forms near the walls—this observation
is discussed in detail below. The effect of flow on the chain
stretch distribution in the cross section of the channel is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4 for a 42mm chain in a 10.6mm channel.
These plots represent the conditional average stretch—the
average stretch for chains found at that particular position in
the channel. The results are plotted this way to decouple the
chain stretching at a particular position from the probability
of finding a chain at that position, which is nonuniform as
shown in Fig. 3. The black areas in Fig. 4 represent regions
where no chains were observed at large times. At equilib-
rium, the chain stretch is fairly uniform across the channel.
Chains within the static depletion layer are more highly

FIG. 3. Steady-state center-of-mass distributionPc(y,z) in the cross section
of the channel for a 42mm chain in a 10.6mm wide channel:~a! ġeff

50 s21 (We50), ~b! ġeff53.98 s21 (We51.2), ~c! ġeff530.8 s21 (We
59.2), ~d! ġeff5308 s21 (We592). Grid line spacing is 2mm in the yz
plane and 0.2 forPc(y,z).

FIG. 4. Steady-state stretchX(y,z) as a function of location of chain center
of mass in the cross section of the channel. Results are for a 42mm chain in
10.6 mm wide channel:~a! ġeff50 s21 (We50), ~b! ġeff53.98 s21 (We
51.2), ~c! ġeff530.8 s21 (We59.2), ~d! ġeff5308 s21 (We592). Grid line
spacing is 2mm in theyz plane and 4mm for X(y,z). Values of zero~black!
represent regions where chains were not observed~see Fig. 3 and corre-
sponding discussion!. The data around the edges are noisy due the small
number of observations~small probability of finding a chain there!.
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stretched due to steric constraints—only a highly elongated
molecule can fit near the wall. At higher flow strengths the
distribution becomes highly nonuniform. Near the center
line, chains are not stretched, as the shear rate is small there.
Moving toward the wall the stretch increases, but at least at
intermediate Weissenberg numbers@Fig. 4~b!#, the stretch
seems to peak about halfway between the wall and center
line, thendecreasesagain as the wall is approached, even
though the strain rate is increasing. Finally, very close to the
wall ~around one radius of gyration away!, the stretch be-
comes large again. An unexpectedly low degree of polymer
stretch near a wall during shear flow of DNA has recently
been experimentally observed.53 The origin of this unex-
pected behavior is as yet unknown, but it may be that the
more highly stretched chains migrate to the center faster than
less stretched ones, so the latter are more likely to be found
near the wall than would normally be expected. This argu-
ment is supported by a comparison between the stretch and
center-of-mass distributions, which indicates that although
chains tend to be highly stretched where the local velocity
gradient is higher, it is much less likely to find a chain in that
region. It is also consistent with the theoretical development
described in Sec. IV. Figure 5 shows the chain center-of-
mass distribution for a longer chain~84 mm! at a flow
strength ofġeff530.8 s21 in various channel sizes.

The nonequilibrium, steady-state center-of-mass distri-
butions in Figs. 3 and 5 indicate a nonmonotonic concentra-
tion profile in the cross section of the channel. We remind the
reader that these are dilute-solution results~single-molecule
simulations! so ‘‘concentration’’ is really ‘‘center-of-mass
probability density.’’ There is a shallow local minimum at the
center line, a maximum off the center line, then a monotoni-
cally decreasing concentration toward the walls, with sub-
stantial depletion of polymer near the walls. This nonmono-
tonic concentration profile is due to a competition of
Brownian migration away from the center line~due to cou-
pling of hydrodynamics with spatial variations in the poly-
mer conformational distribution function! and deterministic

migration away from the walls~due to asymmetry in the wall
hydrodynamic interaction!. These mechanisms will be dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. IV.

One way of quantifying the depletion effect is to con-
sider the widthw @Eq. ~31!#, of the center-of-mass distribu-
tion. Figure 6 showsw, reduced by the equilibrium value
weq, as a function of channel width for various molecular
weight chains and flow strengths. Using as an example the
diamond symbols in Fig. 6~b! ~84 mm chain, flow strength
ġeff530.8 s21), we identify three regions of interest. As
mentioned above, for smallH/Sb one of the first effects of
the flow is to compress the chain slightly in the axial direc-
tion. This effective increase in monomer density reduces the
transverse fluctuations of the chain center of mass resulting
in w/weq,1. As channel width increases, the flow is eventu-
ally able to stretch the chain, allowing the chain center of
mass to sample closer to the walls, which results inw/weq

.1. As channel width is increased further, hydrodynamic
depletion effects become important andw/weq again de-
creases below unity.

At all flow strengths considered here,w decreases with
increasing molecular weight, indicating that a higher mo-
lecular weight chain will on average spend more time in
regions of higher axial fluid velocity than a lower molecular
weight chain. This leads one to imagine that a microchannel
could be used as a separation device. Figure 7 illustrates this
capability for a flow strength ofġeff5308 s21 in a 10.6mm
channel, showing the axial distance traveled by a chain cen-
ter of mass as a function of distance traveled by a fluid ele-
ment at the center of the channel (vmaxt). Results are shown
for 20 trajectories at each of several molecular weights. The
fact that distinct ‘‘bands’’ can be observed for different
length DNA chains indicates that this phenomenon can be
used to separate DNA molecules in small channels. We have
also performed dilute multiple-chain simulations using a
10.6mm square channel of~periodic! length 84mm contain-
ing four 42 mm chains and eight 21mm chains at a flow
strength ofġeff5308 s21. This corresponds to a volume frac-

FIG. 5. Steady-state center-of-mass distributionPc(y,z) in the cross section
of the channel for an 84mm chain at a flow strength ofġeff530.8 s21

(We528) in channel widths of:~a! 10.6mm, ~b! 7.95mm, ~c! 6.36mm, and
~d! 4.77mm. Grid line spacing is 2mm in theyz plane and 0.2 forPc(y,z).

FIG. 6. Width of the steady-state center-of-mass distribution~relative to
equilibrium! as a function of channel width for chain lengths of 21mm ~s!,
42 mm ~h!, 84 mm ~L!, and 126mm ~n!: ~a! ġeff53.98 s21, ~b! ġeff

530.8 s21, ~c! ġeff5308 s21. The equilibrium free-solution radius of gyra-
tion of the 21, 42, 84, and 126mm chains is 0.76, 1.14, 1.73, and 2.19mm,
respectively. Note the different scales on the vertical axis.
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tion of 0.004 based on the free-solution radius of gyration of
the DNA chains. The results of these simulations were iden-
tical to the results in Fig. 7; dilute chain–chain interactions
do not appear to have a noticeable impact on the average
velocity of the chains. Note that in one of these dilute
multiple-chain simulations, a 42mm chain will pass by a 21
mm chain'600 times in generating results such as those in
Fig. 7.

The slope of the results in Fig. 7 givesvc , the average
chain velocity in the axial direction. Figure 8 shows the av-
erage chain velocity~reduced byvmax) as a function of chan-
nel size for various chain lengths and flow strengths—these
results correspond to those forw given in Fig. 6. Note the
nonmonotonic behavior ofvc /vmax for the ġeff5308 s21

flow. The data in Fig. 8 collapse at smallH because the
chains are highly confined and have not yet stretched away
from their equilibrium configuration. These highly confined

chains move at a velocity greater than the average imposed
fluid velocity because they are excluded from regions near
the walls. After the initial decrease for smallH, vc /vmax

begins to increase due to hydrodynamic depletion effects.
Figure 9 shows some of the data of Fig. 6, replotted in

dimensionless form, at equilibrium@Fig. 9~a!# and at We
528 @Fig. 9~b!#. The results collapse well onto master
curves, lending confidence to our coarse graining. For
Sb /H*1, the width of the distribution is unchanged from the
equilibrium value, indicating that the shear-induced deple-
tion effect arises predominantly for weakly confined chains,
Sb /H.1. For sufficiently large channels (Sb /H→0), we
expect that the hydrodynamic wall effects that lead to the
depletion layer~see below! will become negligible on the
scale of the channel, and thatw/H will attain its value for a
uniform mass distribution (A2/3) independent of We.
Whether this will be the case is unclear from the present
results; resolution of this issue is the subject of future work.

As mentioned in Sec. II, it is well known that deform-
able particles in this type of flow experience a hydrodynamic
driving force toward the center line of the channel.10,22 To
clarify the origin of the driving force for our case of long
flexible chains, we performed non-Brownian simulations by
‘‘turning off’’ the Brownian contributions~the ]/]r "D and

FIG. 7. Axial distance traveled by individual chains vs axial distance trav-
eled by a fluid element at the center line of the channel. Results are for a
10.6mm channel at a flow strength ofġeff5308 s21. From darkest to light-
est, shades correspond to 84, 42, 21, and 10.5mm chains, respectively.
Twenty trajectories from each molecular weight are shown. The solid and
dashed thick lines are the results one would obtain if a chain moved at the
maximum or average fluid velocity, respectively.

FIG. 8. Average chain axial velocity~reduced by the maximum fluid veloc-
ity! as a function of channel size:~a! ġeff53.98 s21, ~b! ġeff530.8 s21, and
~c! ġeff5308 s21. Symbol types correspond to chain lengths of 21mm ~s!,
42 mm ~h!, 84 mm ~L!, and 126mm ~n!. The dashed line represents the
average imposed axial fluid velocity.

FIG. 9. Scaled width of the center-of-mass distributionw/H vs Sb /H for:
~a! We50, ~b! We528.
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B•dw terms! in Eq. ~1!, for a 42 mm chain in a 10.6mm
channel (H/Sb59.3) at various flow strengths, with the
chain initially located away from the center line of the chan-
nel. Figure 10 shows the distance of the chain center of mass
from the center line,Ayc1zc, as a function of time. There is
clearly a deterministic hydrodynamic driving force toward
the center line of the channel, and this force increases with
increasing flow strength. Migration occurs while the chain is
flipping—this is apparent from the ‘‘steps’’ in the 30.8 s21

results~square symbols in Fig. 10!. The thin lines in Fig. 10
represent Brownian trajectories for a flow strength ofġeff

5308 s21 ~the same flow strength as for the diamond sym-
bols!. For Brownian chains, the width of the steady-state
center of mass distribution is ultimately determined by a bal-
ance between hydrodynamic drift and chain diffusion. Note
that the time required to reach steady state in Fig. 10 is more
than an order of magnitude longer than the relaxation time of
the chain. As mentioned in Sec. I, for Brownian chains there
is an additional contribution to the hydrodynamic drift. We
will discuss these depletion mechanisms in more detail in
Sec. IV.

Further insight into the migration phenomenon can be
achieved by comparison of the full model with the approxi-
mate hydrodynamic interaction models introduced at the end
of Sec. II B. Figure 11 shows the steady-state center-of-mass
distribution for a 42mm chain in a 10.6mm channel (H/Sb

59.6) at a flow strength ofġeff5308 s21. Results are shown
for our full model @Fig. 11~a!# and the three approximate
formulations: bulk hydrodynamic interaction model@Fig.
11~b!#, reduced mobility model@Fig. 11~c!#, and free-
draining model@Fig. 11~d!#. The bulk hydrodynamic interac-
tion model predicts a minimum in concentration at the cen-
terline of the channel followed by a monotonically
increasing concentration toward the walls~with the expected
steric depletion at the walls!; the direction of migration in the
bulk hydrodynamic interaction model is opposite that of the
full model, and the magnitude is significantly less. The re-

duced mobility model predicts a very slight increase in con-
centration at the center line, while the free-draining model
predicts no migration at all. Note that all three of the ap-
proximate models show a slight narrowing of the steric
depletion effect ~relative to equilibrium! because the
stretched chains can sample nearer the walls.21 These results
indicate that the observed migration away from the walls is
due to hydrodynamic interactions betweenconfinedchain
segments. It turns out that all of the behaviors shown in Fig.
11 can be qualitatively explained using a simple kinetic
theory dumbbell model of a confined polymer, as we now
show.

IV. THEORY OF POLYMER MIGRATION
IN RECTILINEAR FLOW: DUMBBELL MODEL

A. General framework

In Sec. III we demonstrated that hydrodynamic interac-
tions in a polymer solution flowing through channels of mo-
lecular dimension give rise to significant migration effects.
We also showed in Fig. 11 that different approximations lead
to qualitatively different cross-sectional concentration pro-
files. Here, we look at the migration effect within the context
of the kinetic theory for a simple dumbbell—two beads con-
nected by a spring—a representation of the confined poly-
mer. The level of description is the same as we have been
using in previous sections, except that excluded volume in-
teractions are ignored~for simplicity!. The configurational
probability distribution function~C! for the polymer is a
function of time (t), the position of the center of mass (r c

5@r11r2#/2) in physical space, and the connector vector
(q5r22r1). The governing equation forC(r c ,q,t) is7

]C

]t
52

]

]r c
•~ ṙ cC!2

]

]q
•~ q̇C!, ~34!

where the momentum-space averaged velocity of the center
of mass of the dumbbell,ṙ c , is given by7

FIG. 10. Distance of center of mass position from the channel centerline
(Ayc

21zc
2) vs time for 42 mm non-Brownian and Brownian chains in

pressure-driven flow through a 10.6mm channel (H/Sb'9.3). All trajecto-
ries were started from the same equilibrium configuration with center of
mass located at (yc ,zc)5(21.9,24.5) mm. Symbols correspond toġeff

53.08 s21 ~s!, ġeff530.8 s21 ~h!, andġeff5308 s21 ~L!. The dotted lines
represent several Brownian trajectories forġeff5308 s21 (We592), all
started from the same initial configuration.

FIG. 11. Steady-state center-of-mass distributionPc(y,z) predicted by vari-
ous models for 42mm chains in a 10.6mm channel at a flow strength of
ġeff5308 s21 (We592): ~a! full hydrodynamic interactions,~b! bulk hydro-
dynamic interactions,~c! reduced mobility model, and~d! free-draining
model. Grid line spacing is 2mm in theyz plane and 0.2 forPc(y,z).
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2ṙ c5(
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2

vi1
1

kBT (
i , j 51

2

Di j •f j
s2 (

i , j 51

2

Di j •
]

]r j
ln C,

~35!

and the momentum-space averaged time rate of change of
the connector vector,q̇, by7

q̇5@v22v1#1
1

kBT (
j 21

2

~D2 j2D1 j !•f j
s2(

j 21

2

~D2 j2D1 j !

•

]

]r j
ln C. ~36!

Integrating Eq.~34! over q and defining

C~r c ,q,t !5C~r c ,t !Ĉ~r c ,q,t !, ~37!

C~r c ,t !5E C~r c ,q,t !dq, ~38!

gives the governing equation for the center of mass probabil-
ity distribution,C(r c ,t),

]C

]t
52

]

]r c
• j c , ~39!

wherej c5^ ṙ c&C is the momentum-space-averaged center-of-
mass flux, integrated over the internal degrees of freedom of
the molecule, and the angle brackets are defined through

^A&5E AĈdq. ~40!

Defining fs5f1
s52f2

s and using Eq.~3! along with

]

]r1
5

1

2

]

]r c
2

]

]q
, ~41!

]

]r2
5

1

2

]

]r c
1

]

]q
, ~42!

we can express Eq.~35! as

ṙ c5vc1 1
2V̄"fs1 1

2D̄•

]

]q
ln C2 1

4D̂•

]

]r c
ln C, ~43!

V̄5~V112V22!1~V212V21
T !, ~44!

D̄5kBTV̄, ~45!

D̂5~D111D22!1~D211D21
T !, ~46!

vc5 1
2 ~v11v2!, ~47!

where we have made use of Eqs.~3! and ~18!. Multiplying
Eq. ~43! by C and integrating over the internal coordinates,
one can show that

j c5
1

2
@2^vc&1^V̄"fs&#C2

1

4 F2K ]

]q
•~D112D22!L

2 K ]

]r c
•~D111D22!L 1

]

]r c
•^D̂&GC2

1

4
^D̂&•

]C

]r c
.

~48!

The steady-state solution (j c50) of Eq. ~39! using Eq.~48!
and appropriate boundary conditions gives the steady-state

mass distributionC(r c) in physical space. Note that the
center-of-mass distributions presented in Sec. III represent
numerical solutions to this same problem for a much more
complicated model of the molecule.

Equation ~48! is a general dilute solution result for a
Brownian bead-spring dumbbell in an arbitrary flow field
and geometry. We refer to the terms proportional toC as
‘‘drift’’ contributions and the term proportional to the gradi-
ent of C as a ‘‘diffusive’’ contribution. The first line in Eq.
~48! represents a deterministic contribution to the drift term,
while the second line is a Brownian contribution to the drift
term. The last line represents standard Fickian diffusion—
note that^D̂&/4 is the Kirkwood diffusivity,7 averaged over
the internal coordinates of the molecule. Equation~48! indi-
cates that a Brownian molecule in rectilinear flow in a con-
fined geometry can experience a drift normal to the imposed
streamlines, and this drift can have both deterministic and
Brownian contributions. Both of these mechanisms have
been discussed in the literature, which we will review
shortly. First we give a brief physical explanation of the drift
terms appearing in Eq.~48!.

For rectilinear flow, thêvc&C term represents pure con-
vection along imposed streamlines. The^V"fs&C term indi-
cates that a dumbbell in tension~or compression! near a
solid boundarycan experience a deterministic drift which is
not necessarily along the imposed streamlines. The three
drift terms appearing in the second line of Eq.~48! are
Brownian in nature and arise from spatial variations in the
hydrodynamic interactions. The first two of these terms are
due to spatial variations in bead mobility, and vanish when
wall contributions to the hydrodynamic interaction tensor are
ignored. The third is due to spatial variations in bead mobil-
ity as well as spatial variations in bead–bead hydrodynamic
interactions. For the special case of homogeneous rectilinear
flow, Eq. ~48! becomes

j c
homo5

1

2
@2^vc&1^V̄"fs&#C2

1

2 K ]

]q
•D̄L C

2
1

4
^D̂&•

]C

]r c
. ~49!

In the absence of wall hydrodynamic interactions, Eq.~49!
predicts no migration for homogeneous rectilinear flow.

Equation ~39! has been the starting point for many
investigations into migration effects in flowing dilute
solutions of long flexible polymers. Although some
investigations11–14,54have employed bulk hydrodynamic in-
teractions~Oseen–Burgers!, many have ignored hydrody-
namic interactions altogether. We are aware of only one
qualitative discussion14 considering a simple first-order ac-
count of wall hydrodynamic interaction for a flexible poly-
mer chain.

B. Chain migration neglecting wall
hydrodynamic interaction

The use of Oseen–Burgers~OB! free-solution hydrody-
namics allows considerable simplification of Eq.~48!. In
free-solutionVi i 5constant andVi j is symmetric, yielding11
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j c
OB5F ^vc&2

kBT

2

]

]r c
•^V12

OB&GC
2

kBT

2z
^I1zV12

OB&•
]C

]r c
. ~50!

Deterministic cross-stream migration in rectilinear flow is
not predicted by this model, although there is cross-stream
Brownian drift due to coupling of hydrodynamics with spa-
tial variations in the distribution of polymer configurations.

Sekhonet al. considered the case of bulk hydrodynamic
interactions @Eq. ~50!# in rectilinear slit flow, vx(yc)
5 f (yc), whereyc is the distance from the centerline. In this
case^V12

OB& can be written in the general form

^V12
OB&~yc!5S a11~yc! a12~yc! 0

a12~yc! a22~yc! 0

0 0 a33~yc!
D . ~51!

At steady stateC is a function ofyc only, and the steady-
state wall-normal component ofj c

BHI is given by

j cy
OB52

kBT

2

]a22~yc!

]yc
C~yc!

2
kBT

2z
~11za22~yc!!

]C~yc!

]yc

50, ~52!

from which Sekhonet al.concluded that cross-stream migra-
tion is possible. Although Sekhonet al.stopped here, we can
continue the analysis a bit further. We rewrite Eq.~52! as

] ln C

]yc
52z~11za22!

21
]a22

]yc
, ~53!

and note that for Oseen–Burgers hydrodynamic interactions
a22}q21(11qy

2/q2), whereq5uqu. Considering the flow to
be parabolic, one can readily deduce thata22 is always posi-
tive and decreases monotonically from a maximum at the
center line. The use of bulk hydrodynamic interactions there-
fore ~incorrectly! predicts migrationtoward the walls, lead-
ing to aminimumin C(yc) at the center line of the channel
~note that]a22/]yc50 at the center line of the channel!.
C(yc) increases monotonically toward the channel walls.
This prediction compares well to the center of mass distribu-
tion in Fig. 11~b!, obtained from our detailed chain simula-
tions ignoring the wall correction to the hydrodynamic inter-
actions. Brunn12,13 numerically solved for the steady-state
C(yc) for a dumbbell through a first-order perturbation
analysis using Oseen–Burgers free-solution hydrodynamic
interactions and also found migration toward the walls. In-
terestingly, Brunn also found that using preaveraged Oseen–
Burgers hydrodynamics predicteddepletionat the walls.

Ignoring hydrodynamic interactions altogether (Vi i

5Vi j 50), but assuming a configuration dependent friction
coefficient~CDFC!,55 z5zog(q) gives56

j c
CDFC5F ^vc&2

kBT

2zo

]

]r c
•^g21~q!&GC

2
kBT

2zo
^g21~q!&•

]C

]r c
, ~54!

and the steady-state concentration is determined from

] ln C

]yc
52

1

^g21~q!&

]^g21~q!&
]yc

. ~55!

Since the friction factorg is positive and generally55 taken to
be proportional toq, ^g21& is again a maximum at the center
line and decreases toward the wall, giving the same qualita-
tive results as obtained from the use of bulk hydrodynamic
interactions. This is not a coincidence; if we ignore wall
hydrodynamic interaction in Eq.~48!, the steady-state mass
flux in the wall-normal direction results in

] ln C

]yc

52
1

^D̂&yy

]^D̂&yy

]yc

, ~56!

where D̂(q) is proportional to the Kirkwood diffusivity of
the dumbbell. The diffusivity of the dumbbell decreases with
increasingq whether we use bulk hydrodynamics or the
CDFC model. We note here that Seoet al.54 used a preaver-
aging for the configuration-dependent friction coefficient
model and predicted the opposite—depletion at the wall.
Note also that if one uses a friction coefficient that decreases
with increasingq, Eq. ~56! predicts depletion near the wall.

Finally, ignoring hydrodynamic interactions altogether
and assuming a constant bead friction coefficient, gives the
FD model result

j c
FD5^vc&C2

kBT

2z

]C

]r c
, ~57!

which predicts no cross-stream migration in rectilinear flow.
This prediction is consistent with the results of Fig. 11~d!,
the mass distribution for a free-draining chain.

C. Cross-stream migration with wall
hydrodynamic interaction

We now turn our attention back to the general expression
for the center of mass flux@Eq. ~48!#, and incorporate the
hydrodynamic effect of walls on chain migration. For recti-
linear channel flow, the deterministic~DET! portion of j c in
the wall-normal direction is given by

j cy
DET5^V̄"fs&y~yc!C~yc!. ~58!

Recall thatV̄ @Eq. ~44!# is proportional to the difference in
bead mobilities and also proportional to the asymmetric por-
tion of the hydrodynamic interaction between the two beads,
V122V12

T . Recall also thatV̄50 when wall hydrodynamic
interaction is ignored. Now suppose for the moment we ig-
nore the Brownian drift terms in Eq.~48! and allow the de-
terministic and Fickian terms to balance at steady state
yielding
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] ln C

]yc
5^V̄"fs&y . ~59!

To get an idea of the magnitude and sign of the deterministic
contribution to migration, we consider rectilinear shear flow
over a single infinite plane wall. As mentioned in Appendix
A, for the case of point force hydrodynamics near an infinite
plane wall, an analytical expression is available for the hy-
drodynamic interaction tensor,V5VPW

PF . We can use the
simple dumbbell model along withVPW

PF to gain some insight
into the origins of the wall-normal drift. The Green’s func-
tion for a point force located atxj5(xj ,yj ,zj )

T a distanceyj

above an infinite plane wall can be expressed as29

VPW
PF ~x,xj !5VPF~x2xj !2VPF~x2 x̂j !22yjV

SD~x2 x̂j !

12yj
2VPD~x2 x̂j !, ~60!

where x̂j5(xj ,2yj ,zj )
T is the position of the ‘‘image’’ of

particle j . The first two terms on the right are the point force
solutions for the particle and its image in free solution, while
the last two terms involve the image Stokeslet doubletVSD

and image potential dipoleVPD in free solution. The hydro-
dynamic interaction tensor is then given by

Vi j 5H VPW
PF ~r i ,r j ! for iÞ j ,

VPW
PF ~r i ,r j !2VPF~r i ,r j ! for i 5 j .

~61!

Jhon and Freed14 have also considered the deterministic
contribution to the drift of a dumbbell in rectilinear flow near
a wall. Those authors used the first two terms of Eq.~60! ~the
point force and its image! to obtain a qualitative picture of
the hydrodynamic drift of the dumbbell center of mass. Ig-
noring the last two terms in Eq.~60! gives a ‘‘Green’s func-
tion’’ that violates the reciprocity requirement for the Green’s
function of a self-adjoint operator (Vi j ÞVj i

T ). This is in
essence an artificial symmetry breaking, whose conse-
quences are unknown. The work presented here for a dumb-
bell near an infinite plane wall~as well as the general method
outlined in earlier sections! does satisfy the identityVi j

5Vj i
T . Jhon and Freed14 did qualitatively state that drift

away from the wall was possible, but did not give specific
examples of how this drift depended on intramolecular con-
figuration and position relative to the wall. Here, we address
these issues directly.

In simple shear, the flexible polymer stretches and
‘‘flips’’ repeatedly. For the case of an infinite plane wall, the
wall-normal drift of our dumbbell model can be character-
ized by three variables—the magnitude of the connector vec-
tor (q), the angle~u! that the connector vector makes with
the wall, and the distance (y1) of bead 1 from the wall. This
representation is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Using this crude model, we can easily compute how the
magnitude and sign of (V̄"fs)y depends on molecular exten-
sion, orientation relative to the wall, and distance from the
wall. The results are illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows

vc,y5(V̄"fs)y as a function ofy1 for various molecular ori-
entations and extensions. We only show results for values of
0<u<p/2 due to symmetry; vc,y(q,u,y1)5vc,y(q,p
2u,y1) for the dumbbell model. In these results the dumb-
bell corresponds to one spring from our DNA model~spring

contour lengthqo'2.1 mm) with no excluded volume. Fig-
ure 13~a! shows vc,y as a function ofy1 for a dumbbell
oriented parallel to the wall for different values ofq. For this
particular orientation, the drift is always away from the wall.
Figures 13~b!–13~d! show results for increasing values ofu.
As u increases, drift towards the wall is observed for dumb-
bells close enough to the wall. Whenu becomes large
enough, the drift is always toward the wall. Recall thatV̄
@Eq. ~44!# is proportional to the mobility difference between
the two beads of the dumbbell~this contributes a drift toward
the wall!, and also proportional to the non-symmetric portion
of the hydrodynamic interaction between the two beads~this
contributes a drift away from the wall!; the direction of the
deterministic migration is determined from a competition be-
tween these two terms. The orientations that give rise to a
negativevc,y are not particularly relevant for the case of
simple shear near a plane wall, as^u& is fairly small for
ġeffl1.1 (^u&→0 asġeff→`). Even during the flipping pro-

FIG. 12. Model system used to obtain the results in Fig. 13.

FIG. 13. Wall-normal center of mass drift as a function of distance from the
wall for various values of molecular extension and orientation:~a! u50, ~b!
u5p/8, ~c! u5p/4, and~d! u5p/2. The arrow indicates direction of in-
creasingq; values ofq5$0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7%qo are shown. For this model,
qo52.1 mm and^q2&eq

1/2'0.225qo .
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cess whenu passes throughp/2 ~orientation perpendicular to
the wall!, the magnitude ofq, and thereforefs, is small; the
magnitude ofvc,y→0 asu f su→0. Figure 14 shows the wall-
normal component of the velocity field due to a point force
acting parallel to an infinite plane wall. This can be inter-
preted as the wall-normal flow set up by one end of a relax-
ing dumbbell oriented parallel to the wall. The other end of
the dumbbell~illustrated as a white circle of radiusa) expe-
riences a drift away from the wall because it lies in a region
where the flow has a component away from the wall.

From the preceding paragraph it is clear that for rectilin-
ear channel flow (V̄"fs)y is positive near the wall and de-
creases toward the center line of the channel, and from Eq.
~59! we conclude that deterministic migration will be toward
the center line when full wall hydrodynamic interactions are
considered. The results of Sec. III B demonstrate that for the
channel sizes and chain lengths considered in this study, the
deterministic migration is the dominant contribution and is
directed away from the wall. In simple physical terms, the
wall-normal flow induced by a horizontally oriented point
force near a wall is the origin of the migration seen in our
simulations.

For completeness, we conclude with an analysis of the
RM model@Eq. ~20!#. For this model Eq.~48! can be written
as

j c
RM5

1

2
@2^vc&1^~V112V22!•fs&#C1

1

4 F2K ]

]r1
•D11L

12K ]

]r2
•D22L 2

]

]r1
•^D11&2

]

]r2
•^D22&GC

2
1

4
^D111D22&•

]C

]r c
. ~62!

We already know that deterministic migration due to differ-
ences in bead mobility is always toward the wall. However,
near the wall the local shear rate is high and the difference in
bead mobilities is therefore small; deterministic migration to
the wall is weak. Since bead mobilities decrease toward the
wall, the first two terms in the Brownian contribution to mi-

gration in Eq.~62! yield migration toward the center line,
while the last two terms yield migration toward the wall. If
one assumes thatu^]/]r i•Di i &u'u]/]r i•^Di i &u then if migra-
tion occurs at all, it should be toward the center line. This
simple analysis agrees qualitatively with the mass distribu-
tion in Fig. 11~c!, obtained from our detailed simulations of a
reduced mobility chain. The weak migration effect in Fig.
11~c! indicates that spatial dependence of the bead mobilities
plays only a minor role in migration of flexible polymers in
rectilinear channel flow.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed simulations of DNA~contour length
'10– 126mm) using a model that includes excluded vol-
ume and hydrodynamic interactions in a confined geometry.
The behavior of these DNA chains was examined in
pressure-driven flow through micron-scale channels~channel
width '1 – 10mm).

The steady-state stretch of DNA chains was examined as
a function of channel width and flow strength. The flow
strength needed to stretch a chain away from its equilibrium
length was shown to increase with decreasing channel width.
This is fairly well explained using a simple blob picture.

The mass distribution of the DNA chains in the cross
section of the channel was examined as a function of mo-
lecular weight, channel width, and flow strength. A signifi-
cant hydrodynamically induced depletion of DNA was ob-
served near the wall. The thickness of the depletion layer
was shown to increase with increasing molecular weight.
The result is that higher molecular weight chains are more
concentrated in the center of the channel where the imposed
axial fluid velocity is higher. This causes higher molecular
weight chains to move with a higher average axial velocity
than lower molecular weight chains, resulting in separation
based on molecular weight. This hydrodynamic depletion ef-
fect may be responsible for an unexpected phenomenon ob-
served in the simulations: at least for some shear rates, the
degree of stretch of chains does not increase monotonically
from the center line to the channel walls—the more highly
stretched chains may migrate, leaving behind the less
stretched ones. Future work will test this idea.

From kinetic theory analysis of a dumbbell model of a
confined polymer and simulations of the more complex
multibead model, we draw the following qualitative conclu-
sions for dilute flexible polymer solutions in inhomogeneous
rectilinear channel flow:

~1! There is a ‘‘deterministic’’ hydrodynamic drift away
from the walls due to the wall contribution to the hydrody-
namic interactions. A horizontally oriented point force near a
wall generates a wall-normal velocity ‘‘ahead’’ of it. This
effect is strongest near walls due both to proximity to the
wall and high local shear rate~and therefore polymer exten-
sion and spring force!.

~2! There is a Brownian drift~due to coupling of the
hydrodynamic interactions with spatial variations in the dis-
tribution of polymer configurations! away from the center
line.

~3! The balance of these two effects, along with Fickian
diffusion, determines the steady-state concentration profile.

FIG. 14. The velocity field due to a point force located at (x,y)5
(25a,4a) acting in the positivex direction. The lines correspond to stream-
lines, while the light and dark areas indicate regions where the wall-normal
velocity is positive~away from wall! and negative~towards the wall!, re-
spectively. Also shown is a ‘‘bead’’ of radiusa located at
(x,y)5(5a,4a)—this can be thought of as the other end of a relaxing
dumbbell oriented parallel to the wall.
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This balance in general leads to a nonmonotonic concentra-
tion profile across the channel.
Our full model results indicate that, for our chain lengths and
channel widths, the competition between deterministic drift
~wall hydrodynamics! and Brownian drift result in a mini-
mum in concentration at the center line, a maximum in con-
centration near the centerline, followed by a monotonically
decreasing concentration toward the walls with substantial
depletion of polymer concentration occurring toward the
walls. The depletion layer grows with increasing flow
strength and increasing molecular weight.
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APPENDIX A: APPROXIMATE RPY HYDRODYNAMICS
NEAR AN INFINITE PLANE WALL

As discussed in the text, the use of point force hydrody-
namics can lead to nonphysical behavior, in particular non-
positive semidefiniteness of the diffusion tensor. This occurs
when ‘‘beads’’~which represent many monomer units! of the
chain overlap. The overlap itself is not unphysical, and in
free solution the point force, or Oseen–Burgers, formulation
is typically replaced by RPY hydrodynamics. The free solu-
tion RPY formulation contains a near field ‘‘fix’’ which guar-
antees positive semidefiniteness of the diffusion tensor for all
chain configurations. The method presented in this work
meets this practical requirement as well as satisfying the
reciprocity requirementV(x1 ,x2)5VT(x2 ,x1), and can be
considered as an approximate RPY formulation for confined
geometries. We will now give an example of our formulation
for the special case of infinite plane wall.

For nonoverlapping beads, the free-solution RPY tensor
can be written as

VRPY5VPF2
2a2

3
VPD, ~A1!

whereVPF and VPD are the hydrodynamic interaction ten-
sors for a point force~Oseen-Burgers! and potential dipole,
respectively.41 In the presence of an infinite plane wall, we
can write

VPW
RPY5VPW

PF 2
2a2

3
VPW

PD , ~A2!

where the subscript PW indicates that these hydrodynamic
interaction tensors are now evaluated in the presence of a
single infinite plane wall;VPW

RPY can be considered an ap-
proximate RPY hydrodynamic interaction tensor for a par-
ticle near an infinite plane. Note that our method is a gener-
alization of this to arbitrary geometries. There are analytical
solutions41 for both VPW

PF andVPW
PD . The VPW

PF term satisfies
the reciprocity requirement, but the potential dipole term
does not~it is not a point force solution!. However, the effect
is weak. Consider a point force located atr 15(0,2a,0)
above an infinite plane~plane aty50), and another point
r 25(x,4a,0), as illustrated in Fig. 15. Figure 16~a! compares

the yy component of VPW
RPY(r 1 ,r 2), (VPW

RPY(r 1 ,r 2)
1@VPW

RPY(r 2 ,r 1)#T)/2 @enforcement of reciprocity using Eq.
~19!# andVPW

PF as a function ofx. Likewise, Figs. 16~b! and
16~c! show theyx andxx components. Two things are clear
from Fig. 16. First, the potential dipole term is a near field
modification of the point force solution. Second, the ‘‘nonre-
ciprocal’’ portion (@V(x1 ,x2)2VT(x2 ,x1)#/2) of the poten-
tial dipole term is short ranged and very weak~it is difficult
to tell the difference between the solid and dotted lines!.

Our development of the general method outlined in the
text was guided by the observations described above for a
particle near an infinite plane. It worth pointing out that we
could satisfy the reciprocity requirement by getting the
higher order terms from a multipole expansion for two
spheres near an infinite plane satisfying no-slip on the
spheres and the plane. However, since we are interested in a
method which is applicable togeneral geometries, we
choose the approximate RPY formulation described in this
paper. Note also that a multipole expansion would not ad-
dress the issue of ‘‘bead’’–‘‘bead’’ overlap, which is ac-
counted for in our approximate RPY formulation.

APPENDIX B: POSITIVE-SEMIDEFINITENESS
OF THE DIFFUSION TENSOR

The formulation presented in Appendix A for a particle
near an infinite plane wall ensures a positive-semidefinite
diffusion tensor for all chain configurations provided the
bead ‘‘surfaces’’ do not overlap with each other or with the

FIG. 15. Example system from which the results in Fig. 16 were obtained.

FIG. 16. Comparison betweenVPW
RPY(r 1 ,r 2) ~solid line!, @VPW

RPY(r 1 ,r 2)
1@VPW

RPY(r 2 ,r 1)#T#/2 ~dotted line!, and VPW
PF (r 1 ,r 2) ~dashed line!: ~a! yy

component,~b! yx component, and~c! xx component.
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wall. When the free solution portion41 of VPW
RPY is replaced

with the equivalent RPY near field modification@Eq. ~6! with
Eq. ~9!#, the resulting diffusion tensor is guaranteed to re-
main positive semidefinite for all chain configurations, pro-
vided the bead surfaces do not penetrate the wall. In contrast,
the general method outlined in the text generates a positive-
semidefinite diffusion tensor forall chain configurations
~provided, of course, that the interaction sites of the chain
remain within the proscribed geometry!. However, positive
semidefiniteness is only guaranteed to the level of accuracy
of the Stokes flow problem which generated the hydrody-
namic interaction tensor. As mentioned in Sec. II, in this
work all entries in the diffusion tensor which were less then
0.1% of the maximum diagonal component of the diffusion
tensor were set to zero, which seemed to keep the accuracy
of the diffusion tensor consistent with the accuracy of the
Stokes flow problem~for our choice of parameters!. For ro-
bustness, one may wish to guarantee positive semidefinite-
ness of the diffusion tensor even in the event that accuracy of
the Stokes flow problem is insufficient. In the following we
address this issue.

As mentioned above, the Oseen–Burgers formulation is
not guaranteed to remain positive semidefinite for all chain
configurations. The reason for this is that the Green’s func-
tion for a point force~in any geometry! is a ‘‘far-field’’ so-
lution. For example, the velocity field atxn due to a point
force acting atxm is given by

vm
n 5

1

kBT
Dnm

•fm, ~B1!

which diverges asuxn2xmu21 in free solution; in the Oseen–
Burgers formulation, the velocity is infinite at the location of
the point force. However, the velocity of the bead located at
xn is defined through the Stokes drag

vm
m5

1

kBT
Dmm

•fm. ~B2!

In free solution, the velocity of beadm is a constant for a
given force ~independent of position!. Note that for two
beads close enough together, the use of Oseen–Burgers hy-
drodynamics results inuvm

n u.uvm
mu; the motion of beadm gen-

erates a solvent velocity greater than the velocity of beadm.
This unphysical ‘‘negative viscous dissipation’’ leads to a
non-positive-semidefinite diffusion tensor. As we now dem-
onstrate, it is fairly simple to check if hydrodynamic interac-
tion between two particular beads results in negative viscous
dissipation.

The velocity of beadm is given by Eq.~B2!, while the
velocity at the location of beadn due to motion of beadm is
given by Eq.~B1!. The magnitude squared of these velocities
is given by

~kBT!2uvm
mu25fm

•~Dmm!2
•fm, ~B3!

~kBT!2uvm
n u25fm

•~Dnm!2
•fm, ~B4!

wherevm
m is the velocity of beadm due to a point force on

beadm, andvm
n is the solvent velocity at beadn due to the

point force at beadm. Taking the difference and requiring
positive viscous dissipation, we obtain

~kBT!2~ uvm
mu22uvm

n u2!5fm
•@~Dmm!22~Dnm!2#•fm>0.

~B5!

This is the definition of positive semidefiniteness for the 3
33 matrix (Dmm)22(Dnm)2. We can easily check for posi-
tive semidefiniteness~eigenvalues of a 333 matrix!, and
determine ifDnm ~the hydrodynamic interaction tensor for a
point force atm! needs to be modified. If (Dmm)22(Dnm)2 is
not positive semidefinite, the simplest modification is to sim-
ply setDnm5Dmm. Physically, this means that in the absence
of any other force acting on beadn, beadn moves with the
velocity of beadm. Note that this gives a symmetric hydro-
dynamic interaction tensor. For computational efficiency, if
(Dmm)22(Dnm)2 is not positive semidefinite, one may set
Dnm5cDmm, wherec,1.

The procedure outlined above is fairly straightforward,
but there is a sticking point. We can repeat the above argu-
ment for a point force acting on beadn, rather than beadm.
The result is

~kBT!2~ uvn
nu22uvn

mu2!5fn
•@~Dnn!22~Dmn!2#•fn>0,

~B6!

and we find that (Dnn)22(Dmn)2 must also be positive
semidefinite. SinceDmn5(Dnm)T through reciprocity of the
Green’s function,29 the hydrodynamic interaction tensor must
be chosen such that Eqs.~B5! and ~B6! are satisfied simul-
taneously. There are many ways to do this. For example, one
simple scheme is

~1! If Eq. ~B5! is not satisfied, setDnm5cDmm, and Dmn

5(Dnm)T.
~2! If Eq. ~B6! is not satisfied, setDmn5cDnn, and Dnm

5(Dmn)T.
~3! Recheck Eq.~B5!. If not satisfied setDnm5cDnm, and

Dmn5(Dnm)T.
~4! Recheck Eq.~B6!. If not satisfied setDmn5cDmn, and

Dnm5(Dmn)T.
~5! Loop over steps~3! and~4! until Eqs.~B5! and~B6! are

both satisfied.

Note that this is a rather general requirement, which means
that one should be able to use this with straight Oseen–
Burgers hydrodynamics. This may be advantageous, since
there are analytical series solutions for point force hydrody-
namics in some geometries. If one were to apply this to point
force hydrodynamics, care should be taken thatDmm also be
positive semidefinite for beads very near a surface.
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